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 Customer Expo

ENJOY A SERVICE AND STYLE 
THAT KNOWs NO LIMITS.
All Inclusive amenities including experiential dining at world-class 
restaurants, cocktails and in-room drinks from a legendary entertainment, 
and top-shelf everything across the board. It’s All Day. All Night. All Included, 
at the Hard Rock Riviera Maya.

Luxury Rooms & Suites
This suite plays to a packed house every night and nails the gig every time. Unleash 
your inner icon and enjoy this two bedroom Rock Suite with one room with a king bed, and a 
second room with two double beds.

Gourmet Dinning
The Hard Rock food-game is fire with Appetite For Indulgence culinary experiences. And it all 
starts with the ingredients — locally farmed produce, highest quality prime USDA meats, fresh 
premium seafood — every dish chef-crafted to be something delectably different.

BARS & LOUNGES
With stylish and legendary bars, Hard Rock took top-shelf to the very top shelf. Sip with sophistication 
at Martini Bar with old favorites and new spirits. Lounge in style at the Rhythm Bar and a relaxing 
environment. Or, take it through the night at the exclusive Heaven Bar & Lounge.

expansive Pools and private beaches
The luxury is fine with spectacular pools and mesmerizing tropical views. Not to mention full service by 
the water, swim up bars for never-ending refills, and daily activities throughout your stay.

NIGHTLIFE
Strap in, you’re headed to the front row of paradise. And that means a legendary nightlife that flow 
like a power ballad from a 1,000-watt amp. From thrilling live shows to nightly DJs, it’s a vacation that 
has to be experience to be believed.

XPRESSXPRESS
Discover the beauty of the sea through snorkel activity. 

Surprise yourself with Mexico’s biodiversity and snorkel 
into the turquoise waters of the Mexican Caribbean 

surrounded by exotic marine life. After, swim inside a 
cavern admiring the stalactites.

Snorkel

Go Out On Tour
from ancient wonders from ancient wonders 

to modern cultureto modern culture

& Cenote& Cenote
Ideal for those who love history and adventure; 
immerse yourself in the Riviera Maya knowing the 
imposing ceremonial center of Chichen-itza one of the 
7 wonders of the world, know its history and secrets.

Chichen Itza

INTERACTIONsINTERACTIONs
Enjoy several great opportunities to have 

a close encounter with dolphins! Get to 
know these beautiful mammals better, including, 

hugging, swimming, or even just waving at them.

Dolphin



we love celebrating our customers! Get ready 
for an amazing customer appreciation Event 
with rock star entertainment!

We     You!
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